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LOOKING BACK

CHAIRMEN’S
FOREWORD

A SUMMARY OF GRANTS THAT WERE AWARDED IN
THE PREVIOUS FINANCIAL YEAR (2016-17) BUT
CAME TO FRUITION IN THE CURRENT YEAR (2017/18)
During the year ending February 28, 2017,
Trustees approved a £7,000 grant to help
Girlguiding South West develop a new set of
activity badges, designed to get more young
women ‘in the air’. The new resource and
activity pack, called ‘In The Air’ offers
members the opportunity to earn up to seven
new Science, Technology, Engineering and
Mathematics (STEM) badges though a number
of aviation related activities called SWEBOTS.

Fourteen members from the East of Scotland
Universities Air Squadron (ESUAS), based at
Leuchars Station in Fife, undertook a dramatic
expedition to British Columbia in 2017, having
secured a £15,000 Trust grant.
Air Cadets from 282 East Ham Squadron are
honing their piloting skills thanks to new flight
simulators purchased with a £7,100 Trust
grant, awarded in 2016/17.

The past 12 months have proved a busy period for the RAF
Charitable Trust and its trading companies as Trustees and Board
members made preparations to play a full part in the Royal Air
Force’s Centenary celebrations.

that develop leadership and enterprise. We were delighted to see
it gaining considerable traction with exceptional submissions,
resulting in awards of £15,000 and £10,000 being granted last
year for expeditions to Peru and Guyana.

The RAF Centenary celebrations and the RAF100 Appeal were
launched in November 2017. RAFCT had worked hard with the
RAF and the other three main RAF charities: RAFA, the RAF
Benevolent Fund and the RAF Museum over the preceding 12
months to collectively deliver an RAF100 Appeal that would
complement the Service’s core Centenary objectives - to Celebrate,
Commemorate and Inspire. Our key objectives were to raise funds
jointly, in a manner appropriate to the Centenary and that avoided
significant overheads. The joint venture developed a profit and
work share arrangement and the appropriate legal instruments to
operate an incorporated charitable company jointly.

During the past year, Trustees have supported grant applications
totalling £755,866. This included giving the green light to an
RAFFCA bid to purchase a second Tecnam training aircraft, the
largest, single award made by Trustees since the charity was
established in 2005. This underlines our commitment to the
hugely popular and effective Junior Ranks’ Pilot Scholarship
Scheme (JRPSS) which, in January 2018, awarded a further 30
Trust-sponsored scholarships. In the summer of the RAF’s
Centenary year, 100 members of the Junior Ranks will have learnt
to fly since the scheme began in 2015. A great achievement
indeed! We were delighted to learn this year that Corporal Lauren
Tidy, one of JRPSS’s many successful scholars, achieved her private
pilot’s licence. You can see her proudly displaying her licence on
our front cover. Our congratulations go to her and all those who
have successfully completed their flying training.

Drawing on RAFCTE’s experience in corporate sponsorship and
event management, our role in the RAF100 Appeal has been to
stage a number of high-profile, centenary themed events
throughout the Centenary year and deliver a major programme to
develop corporate sponsorship to the Appeal. The success of the
RAF100 Appeal will be reported in its own accounts, but the
investment of our time and effort should reap benefits for RAFCT,
as well as ensuring the RAF100 Appeal is a great success.
In last year’s Annual Review, the Trust announced the
establishment of a number of new flying scholarships designed to
get more young people airborne and we are delighted to say that
the past 12 months have seen these initiatives bear fruit, with
many benefitting from the valuable opportunities on offer.

Enrichment equipment to improve the living
conditions of more than 100 members of 39
Squadron based at Creech Air Force Base in
Nevada was purchased following a 2016/17
grant from the Trust.
Congratulations to Lauren Simms, of 992
(Malmesbury) Squadron, who was a recipient of
the 2016 RAF Charitable Trust Flying
Excellence Award and has since gone on to
achieve her Private Pilot’s Licence.
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Trustees continue to focus on building partnerships with third
parties in order to best deliver engaging Science, Technology,
Engineering and Maths (STEM) initiatives and comprehensive
flying training opportunities, whilst at the same time supporting
the RAF family.
This has seen us reinforce existing relationships with: StemWorks,
through which the Trust’s annual Junior Engineering Challenge is
delivered; the Ulysses Trust, which principally manages our
support to RAF Air Cadets’ adventurous training; Flying
Scholarships for Disabled People; the RAF Flying Clubs’
Association (RAFFCA), who provide flying training to junior RAF
personnel and Tayside Aviation, who provide Air Cadet flying
training. We have also developed new relationships with RAF
STEM North and Primary Engineer, in Scotland, all of whom are
helping to deliver the Trust’s objects. By using these expert
delivery organisations, we minimise the cost of delivering our
mission and maximise success.
We also further developed the Paul Bowen Award, a competition
for RAF University Air Squadrons to bid for funding for expeditions

Once again, a busy and fruitful year by Enterprises has resulted in
a record £1.225 million being gifted to the Trust, the result largely
of a hugely successful Royal International Air Tattoo in 2017 which
saw revenue increase by 7.9 per cent, from £9,120,459 in 2016 to
£9,839,862. This takes the total amount received by the Trust from
Enterprises since both were established in 2005 to over £6 million.
In September 2017, at the request of the RAF, we staged the
Scampton Airshow, organised by the Trust’s new trading company
Scampton Airshow Ltd. The RAF sought to increase its profile in
the East of England after the demise of the Waddington Air Show.
The event proved very successful in delivering to the Trust’s core
aims of promoting the Royal Air Force, in its heartland, and
inspiring young minds by bringing the important STEM (Science,
Technology, Engineering and Maths) subjects to life. It also
delivered positively to the Royal Air Force’s engagement
aspirations. The high cost of initiating such an event in this
sparsely populated part of the UK didn’t generate a profit but
illustrated the need for ‘promote’ activities in the wider UK.
Finally, the Board welcomed two new non-executive directors
Christopher Bell and Russell Hoyle and a new executive director,
Shane Bellamy. The Board bid farewell to Jim Glover, who retired
as an Enterprises’ non-executive director in January 2018 and we
thank him for his long and much valued service.

Air Marshal Sir Kevin Leeson
RAFCT Chairman

Alan Smith
RAFCTE Chairman
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LOOKING FORWARD

2017/18 GRANT APPROVAL

THE COMING MONTHS WILL SEE TRUSTEES FULLY FOCUSED ON
ENSURING THE AMBITIOUS RAF100 APPEAL SUCCESSFULLY DELIVERS
TO THE NATION

BREAKDOWN OF BENEFICIARIES

Many of the Trust and Enterprises’
activities during the year ahead will take
place under the wider RAF100 Appeal
‘umbrella’.
The Centenary’s ‘public’ celebrations were
effectively launched with a hugely
successful Gala Evening at the Royal Albert
Hall on March 31, organised by Enterprises
on the eve of the RAF’s foundation 100
years ago. The sold-out event was
broadcast on BBC Radio 2 and featured
the Massed Bands of the Royal Air Force,
the Queen’s Colour Squadron plus a
number of celebrity guests.
The following day, an RAF Centenary
Baton Relay Team set off from the Royal
Courts of Justice in London with the aim of
visiting sites of current and historical
importance to the Royal Air Force,
including the Trust’s headquarters in
Fairford, before finishing at Horse Guards
Parade on 10 July.
Through its trading company Enterprises,
the Trust will be staging two other high
profile, RAF100 themed annual events,

the Royal International Air Tattoo and the
autumn RAF in Concert Tour. The airshow
will be an ‘international’ Centenary
celebration whilst the concert tour will
play an important part in taking the
RAF100 vision to towns and cities across
the United Kingdom.
Even before the 2018 Air Tattoo takes
place, planning is underway to lay the
groundwork for celebrations marking
NATO’s 70th anniversary at the 2019
airshow.
The coming year will also see the
Enterprises’ team focused on ensuring
they remain competitive and fit for the
further challenges the 21st century will
bring. This will see a significant updating
of its IT software and data management
programmes to ensure the company’s
operating systems are not only efficient
and robust but are also compliant with
new, stringent data protection laws.
Enterprises remains keen to develop new
revenue streams, as well as exploring
opportunities to run additional events in
the future.

STEM
GRANTS
£138,750

AIRCRAFT
PURCHASE
£172,046

(18%)

£1.225m

RAF
SUPPORT
£57,361
(8%)

THE RECORD ANNUAL AMOUNT
GIFTED TO THE TRUST BY
ENTERPRISES IN 2017/18
Chief of the Air Staff, Air Chief Marshal
Sir Stephen Hillier on the Trustorganised RAF100 Gala Evening at the
Royal Albert Hall (see picture below):
“It was a truly memorable evening in all
respects, commemorating, celebrating
and inspiring in equal measure and
provided the perfect lead-in to the
national 100th anniversary moment a
few hours later.”

(23%)

£755,866

RAF AIR
CADETS
£128,050
(17%)

Buoyed by Enterprises’ record donation of
£1,225,000 for the year ending 28
February 2018, and with the prospect of
future funds from the RAF100 Appeal,
Trustees can look ahead to the next 12
months with confidence as they continue to
identify new and exciting projects and
initiatives that will have a positive impact
on the lives of RAF personnel (both
Regulars and Reserves), cadets and other
young people.
Once again, Trust income for 2017-18 was
boosted by a number of individual
donations amounting to £37,755. Whilst it

Thanks to the Trust, Kathryn Hughes and
Susan Couchman will get airborne in 2018
with the Flying Scholarships for the Disabled
charity. Kathryn and Susan received two
Trust-funded scholarships named after Tim
Prince, co-founder of the Royal international
Air Tattoo (pictured right) and the late Air
Commodore David Bywater, who helped
establish the Trust in 2005.

SCHOLARSHIPS
& AWARDS
£259,659
(34%)

is the policy of the charity not to proactively
seek donations, the generosity of the public
combined with the real impact the Trust is
having in helping make a difference to
people’s lives means that the Trust receives
unsolicited donations. Trustees remain
grateful to all those who feel inspired to
make a donation to support the work of the
charity.
Finally, as the Trust has become more
established, Trustees have been keen to put
it on a firmer footing for the future and on
March 1, 2018 the charity became a
Charitable Incorporate Organisation (CIO).

Air Cadets from Sussex Wing ATC were able
to reach for the stars thanks to a Trust grant
that helped fund a STEM-focused trip to the
Johnson Space Center, Houston in 2018

Principal Director of Music Wg Cdr Piers
Morrell took the baton for the 2017 RAF in
Concert tour
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PROMOTE

Once again, the prestigious RAF in
Concert Tour, whose theme for 2017 was
‘70 Years of American Legends’, saw
Enterprises help broaden the RAF
footprint in towns and cities across the
country. The tour, which had its
Birmingham performance broadcast for
the first time on Sky Arts, was the first for
the RAF’s new Principal Director of Music
Wing Commander Piers Morrell.

THE TRUST PRESENTS VALUABLE OPPORTUNITIES FOR THE RAF TO
DEMONSTRATE THE PROFESSIONALISM OF ITS PEOPLE AND THE
CAPABILITY OF ITS AIRCRAFT
It was through the work of the Trust’s
trading companies Enterprises and SAL
that the charity proved most effective in
promoting both the Royal Air Force’s
capability and its people during 2017-18.

It is not only the Royal Air Force which
benefits from the wide range of valuable
engagement opportunities provided by
Enterprises each year. The Air Tattoo
continues to offer the RAF Air Cadets
(RAFAC) its biggest and most popular
summer camp activity with more than 750
cadets and 250 support staff performing a
variety of important engagement roles at
the event. This, and the presence of local
Air Cadet Squadrons on the annual RAF in
Concert Tour, helps maintain the strong
and fruitful relationship both RAFAC and
the Trust enjoy.

This was most effectively achieved through
the staging of the annual Royal
International Air Tattoo at RAF Fairford
which offered the British public the first
opportunity to see together all five of the
new aircraft types that will eventually go
on to form the RAF’s new training aircraft
fleet: the Grob G120TP Prefect, the
Embraer 100 Phenom, the Beechcraft T-6
Texan II, the Airbus H135 Juno and the
H145 Jupiter (Air Tattoo report, pages
8-9).
The current year was notable in that it saw
the Trust expand its airshow ‘portfolio’ by
staging a new event at RAF Scampton, the
home of the RAF Red Arrows and the
former home of 617 ‘Dambusters’
Squadron (see report on opposite page).
Through its consultancy arm Air Tattoo
Event Services (ATES), Enterprises
continued to help support the flying
element at other airshows, most notably
the Scottish National Airshow at East
Fortune and the Cosford Airshow.

Former and current members of the Air Force
Board gathered at the RAF Club in January to
mark the Centenary of the first meeting of
the Air Council

The Scampton Airshow provided the Royal Air
Force with a valuable engagement
opportunity in its heartland

Enterprises regularly utilises its expertise
in guest management, not only to support
events such as the Air Power Association’s
annual Chief of the Air Staff’s Conference
but also, this year, to ensure the smooth
running of a series of high profile RAF100
events. Among the first to take place was
a dinner at the RAF Club on January 3,
2018, organised by Enterprises, to which
current and former members of the Air
Force Board were invited to mark the
Centenary of the first meeting of the Air
Council.

70+
NUMBER OF INTERNATIONAL
MILITARY CHIEFS THAT ARE
EXPECTED TO ATTEND RIAT 2018

The Air Tattoo continues to provide a
wonderful source of inspiration for the RAF
Air Cadets

With the support of the Royal Air Force,
the Trust organised, through its newlyestablished trading arm Scampton
Airshow Ltd, a new airshow at RAF
Scampton, in the RAF’s heartland of
Lincolnshire.

New Hampshire Air National Guard plus
stunning fast jet displays by a French
Alpha Jet and Belgian F-16 which raised
both decibel levels and pulses around the
airshow to the delight of the many
visitors.

The event, sponsored by BAE Systems and
Northrop Grumman, proved popular, with
more than 50,000 people attending the
two-day event. In total, 104 aircraft took
part in the airshow, 41 in the flying
display and 63 in the static line-up.

Among the guests attending were Chief of
the Defence Staff, Air Chief Marshal Sir
Stuart Peach; Chief of the Air Staff, Air
Chief Marshal Sir Stephen Hillier and the
last surviving British member of the
legendary Dambusters Raid, 95-year-old
Sqn Ldr George ‘Johnny’ Johnson.

Aerial highlights included an RAF Typhoon
demo, the Battle of Britain Memorial
Flight and a demonstration of the
fire-quenching capabilities of a civilian
Boeing 727 oil spill response aircraft.
There was also a special joint flypast by
the Reds and an RAF Sentinel.
International participation included a US
Air Force KC-135 Stratotanker from the

The Scampton Airshow provided the Royal Air
Force with a valuable engagement
opportunity in its heartland
Spectacular aerial set pieces wowed the
crowds during the Scampton Airshow
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One of the most popular attractions for
young visitors to the Air Tattoo is the
exciting Techno Zone where the exciting
potential of Science, Technology,
Engineering and Maths (STEM) subjects are
brought to life.

THE AIR TATTOO PROVIDES A UNIQUE PLATFORM ON WHICH THE RAF
CAN ENGAGE WITH THE PUBLIC AND WHERE INTERNATIONAL
DEFENCE DIPLOMACY CAN FLOURISH

RAF Flying Clubs’ Association (RAFFCA)
members were left jumping for joy at the Air
Tattoo after taking possession of a second
Trust-sponsored aircraft.

As if to underline the special relationship
that exists between the UK and US, the
RAF Red Arrows joined their US Air Force
counterparts, the Thunderbirds, for a joint
flypast to launch the Royal International
Air Tattoo at RAF Fairford in 2017.

Special guests included HRH the Duke of
Gloucester, the Secretary of State for
Defence Sir Michael Fallon, the Chancellor
of the Exchequer Philip Hammond and the
US Ambassador to the UK Lewis Lukens.

The airshow, which celebrated the USAF’s
70th anniversary, took place over three
days (July 14-16) and attracted a record
crowd of 160,000 people who enjoyed
thrilling flying demonstrations by some of
the world’s leading Top Gun pilots.

Among a large number of industry guests
were BAE Systems’ Chairman and CEO Sir
Roger Carr and Charles Woodburn;
Lockheed Martin CEO Marillyn Hewson;
Dave Perry, Chief Global Business
Development Officer at Northrop
Grumman and the CEO of Boeing Defence
Leanne Caret. Military guests included Air
Chief Marshal Sir Stephen Hillier and USAF
Chief of Staff General David Goldfein. In
total, a record 63 military delegations
attended the airshow, representing air
arms from around the world.

Joining the Thunderbirds to celebrate the
USAF anniversary were vintage American
warbirds including a B-17 and P-51D
Mustang, a state-of-the-art F-22 Raptor
and a number of UK and European based
USAF aircraft which performed a dramatic
flypast.
On the Sunday, visitors were treated to a
surprise flypast by a stealth B-2 Spirit
bomber that was taking part in an epic
23-hour transatlantic ‘Global Power’
training flight from Whiteman Air Force
Base in Missouri. The aircraft was escorted
by two F-15 fighters.
Other flying display highlights included
the French Air Force’s Couteau Delta team
flying two Mirage 2000D fighter aircraft;
the Midnight Hawks, Finland’s aerobatic
display team who last performed at the Air
Tattoo back in 2004, an RAF Typhoon
demo flown by Flt Lt Ryan Lawton and a
Russian-built Sukhoi Su-27 ‘Flanker’ from
the Ukrainian Air Force. In total, 246
aircraft took part in the Air Tattoo from 32
air arms representing 26 nations.

As well as providing the RAF with a
valuable engagement platform, the Air
Tattoo provides the Trust with the perfect
opportunity to showcase some of the ways

The USAF stealth B-2 Spirit bomber escorted
by two F-15 fighters.

The USAF Thunderbirds display team and the
RAF Red Arrows performed a dramatic joint
flypast at the 2017 Air Tattoo as part of
celebrations marking the 70th anniversary of
the US Air Force.

it spends its money. Two Trust-funded
Tecnam aircraft operated by the RAF
Flying Clubs Association took pride of
place in the Trust-supported Techno Zone,
which has proved a huge success in
inspiring young minds by bringing the
STEM subjects to life.
Also present in the Techno Zone were
representatives from University Air
Squadrons, Junior Ranks’ Pilot Scholarship
Scheme scholars, Air Scout Groups and
former recipients of the Trust-sponsored
RAFAC Flying Excellence Award who were
among many keen to show their
appreciation of the Trust.
The airshow also welcomed Tom Toolan
and Daniel Pelling, the 2017 recipients of
two RAFCT-sponsored scholarships
attended a special Flying Scholarships for
Disabled People ceremony at the Air
Tattoo prior to them beginning their flying
training.

Kingshill School, Cirencester, winners of the
RIAT 2017 Engineering Challenge, with
Lockheed Martin CEO Marillyn Hewson,
RAFCT Chairman AM Sir Kevin Leeson and
RAF Chief Engineer AM Julian Young
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Station families’ days continue to receive
financial support from Trustees who
recognise the importance of serving
personnel spending quality time with their
families. Among those to benefit in 2017
were RAF Marham, RAF Cranwell, RAF
Odiham, RAF Waddington, RAF High
Wycombe, RAF Cosford, RAF Brize Norton,
RAF Digby, RAF Fylingdales, Worthy
Down, RAF Shawbury, RAF Benson and
RAF Boulmer.

FUNDING FOR SPORTS, SOCIAL AND RECREATIONAL ACTIVITIES IS
HELPING BOOST MORALE AND ENHANCE THE RAF ‘EXPERIENCE’ FOR
SERVICE PERSONNEL AND THEIR FAMILIES
Trustees continue to recognise the
importance of improving the social and
recreational environment for Service
personnel as a way of boosting morale and
improving performance.

Finally, whilst Trustees cannot claim to be
directly responsible for the success of the
RAF Cosford Field Gun Crew at the 2017
Birmingham Military Tattoo, they were
delighted to learn members of 605 Sqn
RAuxAF had stormed to victory against
gun crews from the Army and Royal Navy
to secure the Rob Pascoe Memorial Trophy.

For this reason, a number of squadron
crew rooms and other facilities benefitted
from Trust-funded enhancements including
1AMW, GEF and ASMT at RAF Brize
Norton; 8 Sqn based at RAF Waddington,
FDTC Crickhowell as well as the
Spadeadam Welfare facility.

It was the first time the RAF Cosford team,
which received Trust grants totalling
£4,390 over the past two years, had won
the trophy, which was named in honour of
former field gunner SAC(T) Rob Pascoe
who passed away in 2013.

Skiing, rugby, surfing, golf, karting,
bowling and snowboarding were among
the many sporting and recreational
activities to receive a boost at RAF stations
around the UK and beyond ensuring
Servicemen and women were able to enjoy
quality ‘down-time’ away from the
pressures of their primary roles.

Fg Off Lowe, from the RAF Cosford Field
Gun Crew (see picture below):
“Keeping the crew running involves huge
effort and is dependent on finances
generated by sponsorship or charitable
donations. It is a great honour to hold
this trophy, which is named in memory of
one of our own field gunners, and I’m
certain that the Trust’s contribution
made it possible”

By far the largest single grant awarded by
Trustees during the past 12 months, went
to the RAF Flying Clubs’ Association, to
fund the purchase of a second training
aircraft which will now form the primary
aircraft fleet used to deliver JRPSS flying
training at selected RAF Flying Clubs.
Grant awarded to support the start-up of the
RAF Regiment football team

£172k
THE LARGEST SINGLE GRANT EVER
MADE BY TRUSTEES ENSURED RAFFCA
ENJOYED THE BENEFITS OF A SECOND
TRAINING AIRCRAFT
RAF snowboarders show their appreciation of
the Trust’s financial support in 2017

A £6,615 Trust grant has helped enhance the
courtyard at RAF Akrotiri’s bowling centre.
From left: OIC Flt Lt Michael Denison; project
manager WO Mark Elliman and RAF Akrotiri
Station Commander Gp Capt Michael
Blackburn

In 2017, members of the RAF Regiment took
part in an adventurous and challenging
expedition called Exercise Diamond Rock,
part-funded by the Trust, to mark the
regiment’s 75 anniversary
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ENCOURAGE
FROM PRIMARY SCHOOLCHILDREN TO YOUNG ADULTS, THE TRUST
HAS MADE A SIGNIFICANT INVESTMENT IN HELPING TO INSPIRE
FUTURE GENERATIONS
Cadet Sergeant Ben Makin with the
prestigious RAFCT Flying Excellence Trophy

Trust Director Justine Morton:
“Learning to fly is not only a valuable
skill in its own right but it has an
incredibly empowering effect on
individuals - widening their horizons
and raising their ambitions.”

The past year has seen a continued focus on
youth, both within and outside of the
Service.
By far the largest allocation of Trust funds
during this period, more than £500,000,
has been targeted at encouraging
youngsters to get engaged with STEM
subjects as well as increasing opportunities
for them to experience the life-enhancing
benefits of flight. From primary
schoolchildren and RAF Air Cadets to
University Air Squadron undergraduates
and young adult members of the RAF’s
Junior Ranks, the Trust remained committed
to widening the horizons of young minds.
Trustees underlined their commitment to
the hugely successful RAF Junior Ranks’
Pilot Scholarship Scheme (JRPSS) by
approving a grant of £82,500 to fund 30
more scholarships. This ensures that during
the RAF’s centenary year, among the 2018
intake would be the 100th Junior Rank
scholar to learn to fly since this scheme was
established in 2015.
Trustees were also keen to encourage the
top performing scholars to continue their
training by making available top-up grants
totalling £24,000 - with JRs from RAF
Benson, RAF Lossiemouth, RAF Akrotiri,
BUAS Colerne, RAF Northolt, DMS
Whittington, RAF Brize Norton, RAF

Odiham, RAF Leeming benefiting in the
current year.
Having established a number of new
scholarship schemes in 2016/17, Trustees
were this year able to see how their
support for adventure training and flying
experience has benefitted individuals’
personal development.
The Paul Bowen Award, which is competed
for annually by University Air Squadron
(UAS) students, encourages young adults
to think bigger and better when planning
adventurous training or leadership
development expeditions. This year, the
award, named after one of the co-founders
of the Air Tattoo, was awarded to 12 Bristol

UAS students whose Exercise Hypoxian
Dreams includes gruelling treks in
northern Peru.
Once again, a series of valuable
partnerships with external organisations
has helped Trustees target their resources
more effectively. Through the Ulysses Trust
(UT), Trustees are able to support RAF Air
Cadet (RAFAC) activities that are designed
to help build character, team spirit and
encourage personal growth.

Trust sponsored scholars Dan Pelling and
Tom Toolan who learned to fly with Flying
Scholarships for Disabled People

During the past 12 months, Trustees have
committed more than £30,000 towards UT
adventure training activities, which has
helped Dorset & Wiltshire and Devon &
Cornwall Air Cadets with their Ten Tors
Challenge on Dartmoor as well as cadets
from Bristol & Gloucestershire Wing and
Essex Wing with their multi-activity trips
to Canada and France respectively. The
Trust has helped fund, through the UT,
218 (Rotherham) Squadron’s summer
camp on the Isle of Wight; West Sussex’s
expedition to Peru and Cumbria and
Lancashire’s Wing’s sailing expedition in
Scotland and the north of England.
In total, almost £250,000 has been
awarded by Trustees to support a wide
variety of RAFAC projects and initiatives
with by far the largest slice going towards
funding a range of valuable flying
scholarships.
Learning to fly is not only a valuable skill
in its own right but Trustees recognise the
incredibly empowering effect it can have
on individuals - widening their horizons
and raising their ambitions.

up to £5,000 towards furthering his flying
training as part of his award.
But it is in the area of STEM support that
Trustees have placed most emphasis on
during the past year – seeking out new
opportunities to excite and inspire young
minds.
The critically-acclaimed, STEM-focused
Techno Zone at the Air Tattoo continues to
go from strength-to-strength attracting
and engaging with thousands of primary
and secondary schoolchildren each year.
So effective are these zones in bringing
the science subjects to life that Trustees
agreed to help fund similar initiatives
during the year at the Cosford Airshow and
Scampton Airshow.
Trustees were particularly impressed by
the ambition of a team of STEM
ambassadors based at RAF Leeming who
were seeking funding to establish a

co-ordinated STEM programme aimed at
eight to 18 year olds in the North East and
North Yorkshire. A grant application for
£37,750 was approved enabling the RAF
STEM team to increase its outreach
opportunities to schoolchildren in their
catchment area over the coming year.
Finally, thanks to Trust funding, Air Cadets
from Sussex Wing ATC were able to reach
for the stars during an inspirational STEM
trip to the Johnson Space Center, Houston.
They took part in the NASA Space Center
University programme which included
lectures on space travel, team leadership
tasks, practical tasks – such as planning a
Mars colony mission – and the opportunity
to experience ‘zero gravity’ in the training
pool. Upon completion of the programme,
the cadets gained a ‘graduation’ certificate
from NASA.

The Air Chief Marshal Sir Michael Knight
Flying Scholarships offers nine Air Cadets,
who display the most promise of a
successful career in aviation, the
opportunity to embark on flying training
that could lead to the award of a Private
Pilot’s Licence.
From these nine is chosen the RAFCTsponsored Flying Excellence Trophy
winner, who this year was named as Cadet
Sergeant Ben Makin, from Amesbury in
Wiltshire. Representing the ‘best of the
best’, Ben, a member of 1010 (City of
Salisbury) Squadron, received a grant of
Trust funding has enabled RAF Cosford’s
Wrekin Gliding Club to provide 10 gliding
bursaries for the 2017/18 gliding season
giving airmen and women undergoing phase
2 Training at No1 School of Technical
Training a deeper understanding of aviation

Trustees have enabled the RAF’s STEM North
team based at RAF Leeming to significantly
expand its outreach opportunities to
schoolchildren in its catchment area
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JUNIOR RANKS’ CENTENARY MILESTONE
IN THE YEAR THE TRUST SPONSORS ITS 100TH JRPSS SCHOLARSHIP WE SPOTLIGHT
SIX OF THE SCHEME’S MANY SUCCESS STORIES

THE ROYAL AIR FORCE
CHARITABLE TRUST

CPL LAUREN TIDY
“Being in the RAF has always been a dream
of mine, yet having the chance to
experience what it would be like to pilot an
aircraft and see the world from the sky was
something I never imagined I’d experience.
In February 2017 I was told I was one of the
lucky few that had been awarded a Junior
Ranks’ Pilot Scholarship. Little did I know
that it was just the beginning of an
incredible journey.
The scheme exceeded my expectations. It
has given me confidence and knowledge in
abundance. I will never forget the moment
when I was sent solo for the first time at
Colerne Airfield. The sense of achievement
was unlike anything I had felt before.”

INCOME FROM

SAC KIERAN BYE
“The skills and confidence I have gained from
undertaking the scheme as well as the immense
support from the team at RAFFCA and RAFBFC has
led me to apply for a Commission, and although
not competitive for pilot this time, I had a very
successful OASC which has led to an offer to
Commission in other branches.”

“In the summer of 2016 I was extremely
fortunate to be awarded my Junior Ranks
Pilot Scholarship, having carried a lifelong
passion and interest for Aviation, one which
led me to join the RAF in the first place.

Other Donations and Investment Income
Total Income

2017-18

2016-17

£1,225,000

£1,002,095

£39,508

£725,785

£1,264,508

£1,727,880

“I joined the RAF at 17 with a keen interest in
aviation but always had doubts if I was
capable of becoming a pilot. When I heard
about the JRPSS I applied and was lucky
enough to be awarded a scholarship

2016-17

£12,162,450

£9,830,314

Other Income

£30,224

£12,133

Total Income

£12,192,674

£9,842,447

Commercial Trading Operations

EXPENDITURE ON
£(93,764)

£(90,972)

Commercial Trading Operations

£(8,868,086)

£(6,545,777)

Governance Costs

£(28,006)

£(28,000)

Governance Costs

£(2,987,103)

£(2,479,092)

£0

£0

£(10,745)

£(16,915)

Charitable Activities

£(755,866)

£(629,152)

Donation to RAFCT

£(1,225,000)

£(1,002,095)

Total Expenditure

£(877,636)

£(748,124)

Total Expenditure

£(13,090,934)

£(10,043,879)

Net Income for the Year

£386,872

£979,756

£(898,260)

£(201,432)

Funds Brought Forward at
1 March 2017

£2,436,583

£1,456,827

Funds Brought Forward at
1 March 2017

£650,672

£852,104

Funds Carried Forward at
28 February 2018

£2,823,455

£2,436,583

Funds Carried Forward at
28 February 2018

£(247,588)

£650,672

SAC ALISTAIR WEBB
“Being a JRPSS scholar has enabled me to develop
my flying abilities, complete my pilot’s licence and
has opened up many aviation opportunities for
me including learning to fly new and challenging
aircraft and hopefully helping me to progress into
a career as a pilot in the RAF.”

2017-18

INCOME FROM

Raising Funds

Interest Payable

FG OFF CHARLOTTE WILLIAMS

I am now in Phase 2 training to become an
Air Traffic Control Officer. I honestly believe I
wouldn’t have progressed in my chosen career
if it wasn’t for the RAF Charitable Trust. The
JRPSS gave me the confidence to apply to
become an Officer and the flying itself has
helped me progress.”

Donation From RAFCTE

THE TRUST’S
TRADING COMPANIES

EXPENDITURE ON

SAC NEIL ROBINSON

I have amazed myself with my achievement.
Flying out of the busiest and biggest RAF
base is fascinating, you get to experience
the bigger picture of Brize itself and
understand how heavy RAF jets operate in
controlled airspace. I’m really honoured to
have been given this opportunity, and I
cannot thank the Charitable Trust enough. I
look forward to a summer of flying,
venturing out to more airfields in 2018.”

FINANCIAL
STATEMENTS

Interest Payable

Net (Expenditure) for the Year

Disclaimer: Crowe UK LLP have confirmed to the Trustees & Directors that, in their opinion, the summarised financial statements are consistent with the full financial statements for the period ended 28
February 2018. These summarised financial statements may not contain sufficient information to gain a complete understanding of the financial affairs of the group. The full statutory Trustees’ report, financial
statements and auditors’ report may be obtained from the Royal Air Force Charitable Trust, Douglas Bader House, Horcott Hill, Fairford, Gloucestershire, GL7 4RB, UK.

SAC AARON GARCHA
“I believe anyone is capable of learning how to
fly and over the past two years I’ve been
encouraging as many young people as I can to
get into aviation.”
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